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Neverending story lyrics stranger things max and lucas

The "Sweet Magnolias" star talks wellness, parenting and raising awareness about allergies with husband Nick.“I am going to be 60 in April and I have all these babies," the comedian says in a new interview.Noel spoke to Yahoo Life about going from "David Dobrik's assistant" to SI Swim rookie.Score
deep discounts on Le Creuset, Cuisinart, DeLonghi and more.“I think there are literally more people doing it and more people aware of it,” says Elisabeth Sheff, a sociologist who has studied poly families for 25 years.Stars have partnered with apps to create soothing bedtime meditations and sleep stories
to help blissfully lull you to sleep. Experts explain why they're so popular.The Currys are relationship goals.The elderly woman from New York says hugging her granddaughter was an "out of body" experience.The same level of protection, with a comfier fit.The duchess was seen quietly moving through
the crowd to pay respects to the 33-year-old British marketing exec who was kidnapped and murdered.Halle Bailey wants to make it clear that she is not here for the Chloe hate.The 24-year-old actress recalls her response to Giuliana Rancic's remarks.President Biden is requesting that states make all
adults eligible for the COVID-19 vaccines by May 1. Here's what you need to know about the shots ahead of time.Massive clearance sales are hiding in plain sight on Walmart’s shelves every single day—Erica Miller gives us the inside scoop on how to find them.The HGTV alum talks about the toll that
television fame took on him."It was grueling, it was harrowing," said the "This Is Us" star about delivering her newborn son Gus.Bed sharing with infants is common for families in many parts of the world, yet it's considered controversial in the U.S. But some experts say that’s for a good reason.The CDC
has created a text-messaging-based app called V-Safe to record side effects after getting the COVID-19 vaccine. Here's why that is important.Board members at Iowa's Boone Community School District are mulling over safety precautions to allow students to have a junior-senior prom. Meanwhile, some
parents in a Florida district are fighting back against a mask mandate.DJ Mister Cee is receiving support after announcing he “Try-Sexual” — which he says means he’s willing to “try anything.” in: Characters, Living characters, Characters/Season 3, Females Comments Share Suzie-Poo (by Dustin
Henderson) Suzie's motherSuzie's father Dustin Henderson (boyfriend) “ This is Suzie, I copy! ” –Suzie, "The Battle of Starcourt" Suzie is a minor character in the third season of Stranger Things. She lives in Salt Lake City, Utah, and is in a relationship with Dustin Henderson. History 1985 Suzie attended
summer camp at Camp Know Where, where she met Dustin Henderson. The two eventually entered a relationship. While the couple had to part ways when camp ended, they agreed to continue contacting one another. Dustin returned to Hawkins, where he attempted to reach her through his ham radio
and introduce her to his friends, who were shocked and suspicious of her existence and her almost perfect nature. However, she did not pick up for the rest of the day, causing the Party to conclude she did not exist. However, Dustin had discovered a Russian's presence on the radio channel and brought
it to his friend Steve, Robin, and eventually, Erica's attention. Throughout the investigation of the Russians, Dustin constantly compared Steve's romantic feelings for Robin towards Dustin and Suzie's, much to Steve's annoyance. On July 4, Dustin contacted Suzie all the way to Utah in need of Planck's
Constant. While reading, she is shocked to hear from him and finally says that she copies. She asks "Dusty-Bun" where he's been, and Dustin explains that he has been busy saving the world from Russians and monsters. She giggles and says of course he has. Erica whispers for Dustin to get the
number, causing Suzie to ask who else is there. Dustin nervously lies and says it was simply interference and to change frequency. Suzie complies and changes frequency. He asks her if she knows Plancks's Constant, to which she confirms. Dustin asks what it is, Suzie says that she hasn't heard from
him in a week and now he wants a mathematical equation so he can save the world. Dustin promises that he'll make it up to her as soon as possible, but Suzie says he can make it up to her now. Confused, Dustin asks what is she talking about. Suzie simply says that she "wants to hear it". Dustin,
embarrassed, says not now, but Suzie demands him to do it or she'll sign off. Reluctantly, Dustin and Suzie begin singing a duet of the theme song for The Neverending Story, much to the confusion and annoyance of the group. After finishing, she says Planck's Constant, and Jim and Joyce unlock the
code for the keys. Dustin says that she just saved the world, and Suzie says that she misses him "multiplied by all the stars in the galaxy. As the two proclaim their love for one another, Erica turns off the radio, leaving Suzie confused. Three months later, Lucas and Max tease Dustin by mockingly singing
the theme song, angering Dustin. Max asks if they can hear Dustin's rendition, but Dustin objects, saying that it's for Suzie's ears and Suzie's ears alone, showing she and Dustin are still in contact with one another. Stranger Things: Science Camp Suzie is set to appear in the comic series, set nearly a
month prior to the third season. It focuses on her time at Camp Know Where, where she meets Dustin and gets roped into an adventure of her own. Personality Like Dustin, Suzie is interested in science and comics. Due to her religious family and appearance, it's likely Suzie is sheltered and quiet, which
leads to her nerdy nature. When Dustin calls Suzie asking if she knows the Planck constant, she jokingly remarks, "Do you know the Earth orbits the sun?", reciting the complicated number by heart, showing her to be an intelligent and studious girl. It is shown that she can operate a ham radio, as that is
her main mode of communication with Dustin. She is also quite sentimental and romantic, being particularly joyous to hear from Dustin and seems to particularly enjoy singing with him. There's also some hints of jealousy to Suzie, as when she hears Erica murmur to Dustin to get the number already,
Suzie suspiciously asks who that was, but Dustin lies by saying it was someone overlapping the frequency. Relationships Suzie is Dustin Henderson's first girlfriend, having met at Camp Know Where during June of 1985. They share a love of comics and science. Unlike other girls Dustin has interacted
with, Suzie does not care about Dustin's cleidocranial dysplasia, saying that "kissing is better without teeth". Dustin's view of Suzie is slightly warped (but in a good way), viewing her as "hotter than Phoebe Cates" and describing her as the perfect woman. When the two departed once camp was over,
Dustin bestowed her his old hat, which she kept by her bedside table. After returning to Hawkins, Dustin attempts to reconnect with her through his radio and introduce her to his skeptical friends, but she does not respond. After Dustin contacts her in need of Planck's Constant, Suzie is proved to exist and
is extremely enamored with him. The two refer to each other by pet names ("Suzie Poo" and "Dusty Bun") and they perform the theme song to The Neverending Story. She is mentioned by Dustin three months later that his rendition of The Neverending Story is for Suzie's ears only, showing they still talk
to each other. The Party Although the group of friends has yet to meet Suzie physically, she is mentioned frequently by Dustin throughout the third season. Mike, Will, El, Max, and Lucas were shocked and skeptical of her existence and perfect nature. After Dustin fails to get in contact with her, the group
concludes she is probably fabricated. The next day, he tells Steve, who believes the same thing. Dustin then compares his and Suzie's relationship with Steve's romantic feelings for Robin, much to his annoyance. On the night of July 4, while Robin, Steve, Dustin, and Erica ride towards Cerebro, Robin
says to Dustin that Suzie must be worth lugging the radio out in the middle of nowhere just to speak to her, but Erica and Steve remain skeptical of her existence. It is not until Dustin and Suzie sing their song that the group is convinced of her existence (but are confused by their duet). Three months later,
Max and Lucas tease Dustin of his duet by singing it while they help the Byers move, much to Dustin's anger. Between July and October of 1985, it's currently unknown whether they have been introduced to her by Dustin, but it can be assumed he most likely did not due to their knowledge of their duet.
Appearances Season Three appearances Suzie, Do You Copy? The Mall Rats The Case of the Missing Lifeguard The Sauna Test The Flayed E Pluribus Unum The Bite The Battle of Starcourt Memorable quotes "Okay, let me just be clear on this. I haven't heard from you in a week, and now you want a
mathematical equation that you should know so you can... save the world?" — Suzie to Dustin, "The Battle of Starcourt" "Planck's constant is 6.62607004." — "The Battle of Starcourt" Trivia Suzie and Dustin have a favorite song that they usually sing together: "The NeverEnding Story". Released in 1984,
it is the title song from the English version of the German 1984 film The NeverEnding Story. Judging from certain objects in her room, Suzie appears to like certain movies and fandoms that are considered for younger children, owning a The Wizard of Oz poster, a The Muppet Movie poster, and a
Strawberry Shortcake mug. She and her family are Mormon. She plays the clarinet, similar to Ferris Bueller in Ferris Bueller's Day Off When Dustin mentions that he couldn't contact her due to being busy saving the world from Russians and monsters, Suzie, giggling, says, "Of course you have!" It's
possible Dustin told Suzie about the events in Hawkins (likely to impress her), but it's unknown both how much she knows and how much she believes. Dustin's old hat that he wore in the previous seasons can be seen on her bedside table. For a promotion for the third season, Suzie was a spokesperson
in a vintage commercial for Camp Know Where, sponsored by Microsoft. Gallery Characters Living characters Characters/Season 3 Females Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted.
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